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So what do you think I really say about Vancouver when
I’m in some other city ….? Find out by clicking on the
Seattle Channel and see a recorded webcast of a talk I
gave last November. (And see what a sophisticated city
website can really do.)

Click here for the webcast

City Center: What We Want To Be Thinking Boldly About the Future with Gordon Price

Gordon Price, former Vancouver City Councilor,
speaks on the community values and public vision
that have driven transportation and land use success
in Vancouver B.C.
(Follows speech by Mayor Greg Nickels.)
Click here for the Seattle Channel home page.

The architecture critic for the Chronicle documents some of
the changes happening to our cousin down the coast.
More Vancouver influences, perhaps ….?

A chance to reach
new heights
During the next five years, San
Francisco's skyline could
change more abruptly than it
has since countless vertical
shoeboxes -- some good, most
not -- rose in the 1960s and
1970s to transform the city's
image forever.
Click here to continue

Rincon Hill
ideas
unfurled
Planning Department concept
includes resiential high-rises
Click here to continue

Gavin Newsom has just been inaugurated
as the Mayor of San Francisco. His
biggest challenge: homelessness. To
understand the dimensions of a problem
that affects Vancouver in similar ways,
check out the series in the Chronicle by
clicking on the story below.
__________________________________________

SHAME OF THE CITY
The kindness San Francisco extends to the homeless welfare checks and daily handouts - has combined with
political gridlock to allow the problem to persist

David Miller is the new Mayor of
Toronto. In this Toronto Star piece,
architecture critic Christopher Hume
notes that “Miller is also very
interested in the Vancouver model.”

__________________________________________

Urban design matters to Miller
Developers should make architecture a priority, he says.
Expresses interest in how Vancouver approves buildings

Mayor-elect David Miller may not have all the
answers but he does know the questions.
Foremost among them is one about who should
control development in Toronto and how to improve
the quality of the city's famously indifferent
architecture.
"It's a discussion we've got to have," Miller declares.
"I think people are crying out for this debate. Urban
design matters. Architectural excellence matters.
Public art matters."
For the complete column, click here.

Pictures from our readers ….
Landscape architect Jeff Philips sent along some pictures
of his work on the fountain in George Wainborn Park …

The Fountain

Urban Growth in the Twentieth Century
Click on the map below and watch how cities have
grown in the last century. Compare the largest cities
and growth rates at the start and end of the century.

Last November, Victoria held a forum
on the future of its downtown. One of
the lead speakers was Joel Kotkin,
writer and senior fellow at the
Davenport Institute for Public Policy at
Pepperdine University. Here’s an
interview.

Cities in the Digital Age
City scholar Joel Kotkin argues against the idea of
an urban revitalization panacea.
By Martin C. Pedersen

Joel Kotkin may be one of the most
hardheaded futurists on the planet. In a field
where fuzzy predictions are commonplace-many of them based on anecdotal evidence
as flimsy as a Google search--his predictions
are often tough and contrary.
During the 1990s, for example, when lifestyle
journalists were heralding the urban revival,
Kotkin took a close look at the numbers and
cautioned that a smattering of coffee bars in a
handful of cities does not constitute a rebirth.
For the complete interview, click here.

NASA SATELLITES WATCH WORLD'S CITIES GROW
Researchers used NASA's Landsat
satellite to measure and analyze
urban growth among a global
cross-section of 30 mid-sized cities
during the 1990s.
Calgary in 1990

When the cities were compared, three
common spatial patterns became clear.
First, land developments have formed in
clusters outside the city. While fairly
common in the U.S., this trend is
happening in large cities of China and
India as well.

Calgary in 2000

Difference between
1990 - 2000

Second, there are a number of cities
where growth has occurred along roads
leading out of the city. This trend poses
challenges both to city managers and
governments who must provide water,
sewage, adequate housing, schools and
health care services to dispersed
people, and to the citizens, who face
increasingly difficult commutes.
Finally, scattered, patchy development
is happening around cities, with less
structure than the first two trends. This
is the first time actual data have been
used to confirm theories made by urban
researchers during the last century.
Click here for the web site.

Worth Reading …

The Retro City
By MICHAEL JOHNS
Published: January 4, 2004

WHAT'S new in cities today
isn't really new. Everything
in our urban revival, from
architectural styles and
ornamentation to the very
idea of neighborhood living
itself - all of it is self-consciously and unapologetically
derived from the past.
But now something stranger and even more disheartening to the lover of city life is becoming clear: the new in
cities not only isn't new, it isn't very urban. Although
we've resurrected the forms of our cities, we've
animated them with a culture straight from the suburbs.
Click here to continue. (May require registration with the NYT)

Pictures from our readers ….
Betti Port sent the following remarkable pictures of
street art in some unnamed European city.

